Extend 2016/2017

How can we effectively measure participants’
leadership skills developed through creative
projects?
Team: Mapping Potential

Summary
This report addresses the question ‘How can we effectively measure participants’
leadership skills gained through creative projects?’, through the creation of a self-evaluation
tool which participants of such projects can use to measure the development of their
leadership skills. We intend that this also be used by organisations to demonstrate the
impact and effectiveness of their creative projects.
This report will outline:
1.

 Area of enquiry: Why the group chose this final enquiry question and a summary of

the path taken in reaching this central question
2.

Learning aims: Analysis of the process undertaken leading to final enquiry question

3.

Methodology: The methods used by the group in the course of the enquiry

4.

 Findings: Analysis of the results of our research

5.

Output: The self-evaluation tool

6.

 Reflections on the process as a whole

7.

Suggested areas for future research
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Group members
Alice Burrows (Key Project Contact) - Programme & Learning Officer, Chapter, Cardiff
Natalie Cain - Education Officer, Tower Bridge & The Monument, London
Caron Loudy (Project Finance Lead) - Creative Programme Manager, Greenwich Dance,
London
Lucy Shipp - Learning Associate (Widening Participation and Arts Award), University of
Cambridge Museums, Cambridge
Justine Woycicka (Project Digital Lead) - Artist and Arts Educator, Edinburgh
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1. Area of enquiry
Mapping Potential aimed to explore and demonstrate the ways in which creative projects
can help participants to develop leadership skills. Our final enquiry question evolved
through the course of the project, though this central focus and interest ran as a core
thread throughout.
Our original proposed enquiry question was ‘How can the arts and heritage sectors
meaningfully develop leadership skills in participants during/through creative projects?’ As
our enquiry developed we honed this broad aim in line with, and in response to our
research findings. We found, following desk-research, interviews and further enquiries that
there was no existing, useable evidence base from which we could analyse and draw
meaningful conclusions in answer to this question. The lack of evidence in this area
prompted us to refocus our enquiry, with the question ‘How can we most effectively
measure the development of leadership skills in participants of creative projects?’. This
revised question sought to provide a means to evidence leadership development in
creative projects via the creation a tool which arts and heritage settings would be able to
use.
We hope that the tool will, over time, generate an evidence base from which it will be
possible to meaningfully demonstrate the effectiveness of creative projects in developing
leadership skills in participants, and to provide a starting point for exploring best practice in
this area.
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2. Learning aims
At the June Leeds residential our primary concern was to have an open, inclusive discussion
to identify areas of common interest amongst the group with a view towards producing an
area of enquiry consistent with this shared interest. A summary of our discussions is
visualised in the graphic below.

Fig 1: Mind map reflecting/illustrating the group’s initial discussion at June residential
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As illustrated (Fig 1), the group was strongly drawn to the idea of collaboration and
co-creation, with a particular interest in collaborative leadership and the impact it can have
on participants and the success of a project.
These areas of interest led to us considering how participants develop leadership skills
(either knowingly or unknowingly) through creative projects. Our hypothesis was that
based on what we had learned about leadership, and what we already knew by experience
of creative projects, that such projects would naturally enable leadership skills
development in participants, even when the main focus of the project was not to do so.
It was from these discussions that we devised our original enquiry question and sub
questions:
Original key question
How can the arts and heritage sectors meaningfully develop leadership skills in participants
during/through creative projects?
Sub questions
Overall enquiry:
●

Which specific leadership skills are more easily acquired through creative projects?

●

Do different models of projects (e.g. collaborative, participant-led) affect the types of

leadership skills which participants can develop and how they develop them?

Participant-focused questions:
●

How can leadership skills most effectively be measured as part of participatory

projects?
●

How can we help participants to articulate the leadership skills they acquire through

participation projects (Arts Award as example)?
●
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How do participants feel/remember projects they were involved in over 5 years ago?

●

Do different age groups relate to the idea of leadership differently?

Organisation-focused questions:
●

How can organisations make use of participants leadership skills to enhance

programming?
●

What are the benefits to a project, an organisation and the sector of fostering

leadership skills with participants?
●

How could participatory projects be improved/changed/refocused to develop more

leadership skills? Is this desirable and what opportunities are there for development?
●

What are the benefits of learning about leadership skills in an arts/heritage

leadership environment compared to a more formal environment for learning?

It is perhaps interesting to note here that our final enquiry question actually derives from a
combination of our original sub-questions.
During the course of the enquiry we refined and reduced these questions, to bring greater
clarity and to ensure the task was manageable within the timeframe and resources at hand,
and, as outlined above, shifting the focus of the enquiry. Following our October
mini-residential we redefined our central question and sub-questions, as shown in Fig 2
below. Appendix A provides a comprehensive timeline of our discussions and conclusions .
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Fig 2: Visualisation of the refined key question and sub-questions

Our initial research into the topic revealed a lack of prior evidence and analysis of creative
projects on leadership skills development. As such, we made a subtle shift to our enquiry,
removing ‘how’ to simply answer the question of ‘do’ creative projects develop leadership
skills in participants. This clarification was important in that it narrowed the enquiry into an
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area previously subject to limited research. This clarity gave us the focus for future
discussions on this fundamental point.
Subsequent research conducted following the October mini residential again showed that
there was an absence of relevant frameworks or tools with which to address this question
effectively. Therefore, at our second mini residential in December, we redefined our aims
for a final time, namely choosing to create a tool for participant self-evaluation which could
be used in the future to answer the above lines of enquiry.
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3. Methodology
Leadership style
We employed a collaborative leadership model, most notably we openly shared
information and knowledge; encouraged suggestions and ideas from the team and
regularly facilitated brainstorming.
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The project was shaped through the way the group worked as a team, responding to new
research and ideas that were generated through the group, in order to further develop the
project. As a group we found meetings in person the most productive way to function,
which enabled us to communicate effectively, employing active listening and reflective
questions to clarify our aims as a cohesive group. Some members of the group identified
individual responsibilities, such as budget management, although mostly the group
functioned collaboratively, with tasks and roles evolving through the development of the
project.

Methods
We employed a range of research methods during the course of the enquiry which helped
us to identify common areas of interest, develop our knowledge base, refine our thinking,
make decisions and develop our final output.
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Desk

research

Interviews
Skype

meetings
Face-to-face meetings (2x mini residentials in Cardiff and London)
Email
Google Drive
Pinterest
Brainstorming
Centre for Youth Impact Conference

Communication
We recognised early on that we worked best when together, discussing our research,
testing our ideas and thinking as a group. Accordingly we scheduled two mini-residentials
throughout the project in Cardiff and London, as well as regular Skype discussions (7 in
total).
True to the spirit of collaboration, and to negate the issue of distance, we set up a Google
Drive folder where all documents could be collated, including project administration,
relevant papers, bibliography, findings from individual research and records of interviews
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and other investigations. This helped to minimise administration and meant that group
members could collaborate on documents, and share research, at distance.
We also created a Pinterest board to collate our research into leadership projects, styles
and evaluation methods. https://uk.pinterest.com/caronloudy/collaboration-leadership/

Research
We employed the following research methods to progress our enquiry:
Desk research
Following the June residential we researched collaborative projects, identifying possible
case studies and read broadly around the theme of participation and co-creation. Our
hope was to find suitable case studies, which could then be followed up for interview. We
wanted to identify examples and find clues as to how collaborative working challenges or
develops the leadership skills of participants, and of how collaborative working challenges
leadership within organisations.
Following the refinement of our project focus and scope of aims during our first
mini-residential in Cardiff, October 2016, we carried out further research into evaluation
frameworks from both within and outside the cultural sector.
Interviews and correspondence
At our October mini residential, we identified a number of different organisations which we
thought would have frameworks for measuring the development of leadership in
participants.
The organisations we identified were:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Arts Council England
Arts Council Wales
NCS (National Citizen Service)
The Challenge
Duke of Edinburgh Award
JCI (Junior Chamber International)
Chartered Management Institute
Raleigh International

●
●
●

Creative Partnerships
Steps
Arts Award (Trinity London)

We decided that we would focus on the methods used by these organisations, rather than
the data generated and the findings.
We sought to interview or correspond with representatives of those organisations listed
above. The interview questions we determined most appropriate to use are shown in
Appendix B, and details of feedback received is provided in Appendix C.
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4. Findings
From our analysis of the information we received we were able to identify three principal
findings, discussed below. Further details of our findings can be found in Appendix C.
Firstly, frameworks we discovered were not explicitly concerned with leadership skills, but
did demonstrate facets which corresponded to our understanding of the principles of
leadership. For example, the Duke of Edinburgh Award Impact Research report measured
participants’ progression in areas such as self-awareness, teamwork skills and
responsibility albeit amongst a wide variety of other topics. Whilst not couched in the
report in terms of leadership skills development, these are qualities which are widely
accepted to be key to good leadership.
Secondly, the nature or structure of the frameworks gathered was not conducive to our
purposes. Whilst the Arts Award Quality Metrics provide, to some extent, means of
measuring skills associated with leadership, we felt that the closed nature of the framework
restricted its wider applicability. Additionally, the depth of research undertaken cannot
easily be replicated elsewhere. For example, the Duke of Edinburgh Award Impact
Research report was based upon extensive and resource-heavy data-gathering and
analysis. The Pears Foundation, on behalf of the DofE, carried out desk research, 100
interviews, created widely distributed (and therefore analysed) surveys, collected
qualitative data from dozens of providers and carried out 25 oral history interviews with
Gold Award holders. Obviously, whilst this level of depth and interrogation is
commendable, most settings are not able to do this.
Thirdly, some providers have actively sought to make leadership skills development explicit
in their projects. Specifically, this is the case for the Arts Award: creativity, planning and
communication make up three quarters of the assessment criteria for successfully
achieving the Award. Leadership skills development are inherent throughout these areas,
for example providing opportunities for participants to practise problem solving, teamwork
and organisation skills. Despite this focus on leadership, Arts Award didn’t have any
frameworks that could be used by participants as well as advisors.
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In conclusion, whilst leadership is often implicit within existing frameworks, it is often not in
a form which is suitably focused for the explicit analysis of participants’ leadership skills
development. As such we sought to create a tool which would provide organisations with a
practical, flexible and trackable means of measuring this.
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5. Output
We have created an open-ended Visual Self Reflection Tool template that can be used with
a variety of groups, participating in creative projects in a range of settings.
The tool
The tool involves the user determining up to five skills they wish to focus on. The tool then
gives a framework to self-assess these identified skills on a scale of 1-10 (low to high). The
determination of where individuals feel they sit on the scale is assisted by the project
facilitator. The tool is then intended to be used at least once during the project, to enable
focused reflection for both participants and facilitators on progress so far and once more at
the end, as a means of recording and reflecting upon the overall skills development
journey. We have deliberately made the tool light touch and easy to facilitate to encourage
its use.
Design intentions
Reflecting on our research concerning existing frameworks, we made the following decisions
around the functionality of the tool:
Self definition of leadership qualities
The group felt strongly that whilst there is much agreement around what constitutes good
leadership, it was important to empower participants to define for themselves the leadership
qualities that they most identify with and which they feel they most need to develop.
Furthermore, through discussion at the larger group residential in January, feedback
emphasised the importance of the open-ended nature of the tool. The decision was taken not to
include the word leadership within the tool, instead allowing this aspect to be completed by the
participant. This opens out more potential for the tool to be framed differently, not having to
incorporate the word ‘leadership’ which is unfamiliar to many.
This approach has a natural benefit in that it encourages project leaders to facilitate a
conversation at the beginning of a project as to what leadership is, the qualities of a ‘good’
leader, and the potential of the project being undertaken to develop these skills. It also allows
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the facilitator to adapt choices of words, or incorporate images, to best suit the participant’s
needs.
Repeated use
Repeated use of the tool during the course of the project provides a protected moment to reflect
on the participant’s current status and progress so far and can prompt conversations/thinking as
to why some of those self-defined skill sets may have developed further than others.
Progress may be backward as well as forward, something which the tool will visually
demonstrate - as participants’ knowledge grows as to what constitutes (for e.g.) good listening
skills, at the midpoint of the project they may actually feel that they have more work to do in this
regard than they originally thought. This can prompt a useful discussion around
elf-knowledge/self-awareness and how that is as important as natural ability in being a good
leader
Flexible use
Whilst the primary intention is for the tool to be used by participants of creative projects, we felt
that there would be benefit to the tool being flexible enough to also be used by peers and
project leaders as a means of assessing/reflecting upon the skills development journey of
participants. This allows the tool to be used for peer review, increasing its effectiveness and
providing another perspective for participants on their progress.
Project leaders
The tool is designed to enable accessible and meaningful self-reflection for project participants,
however it is also intended as a means for project leaders to assess the effectiveness and
potential of creative projects in developing leadership skills. Through cumulative data collection
and reflection/evaluation processes, educators in cultural and heritage settings will be able to
build a picture of which projects best develop leadership skills in participants, and which skills
are most effectively developed through different types of activities or approaches. This can aid
educators not only in evaluation of projects, but also in planning future projects, and in
articulating the benefits of participation to both target audiences and to funders.
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Development process
The tool that we created was inspired by ‘First Reading Second Reading - Family Star’ by
Triangle Consulting. The process of its creation is outlined below:
●

Group discussion around functionality and best use at the December
mini-residential

●

Creation of prototype tool

●

Testing of prototype tool - further detail in ‘Testing’ below

●

Collaborative creation of design brief

●

Call out to designers via Facebook and contacts

●

Appointment of designer: Katie Quinn

●

Design iterations

●

Final tool / tool as it currently stands

The tool is included in Appendix D. The design brief is also included in Appendix E.
We believe that through widespread use of this tool, the sector may be able to generate an
evidence base to support our hypothesis that creative projects are well-placed to develop
leadership skills in participants.

Testing
To develop the concept of the tool, we tested the prototype version with participant
groups, including year 8 students working on an 8-week Arts Award project at the
Fitzwilliam Museum, and young-leaders at Greenwich Dance. In addition to testing the tool
with participant groups, we tested the prototype with engage peers at the January
residential, enabling them to chart their progress through the Extend Leadership

Programme. The tool was also discussed with colleagues from outside the sector at the
Centre for Youth Impact study day around measuring progress with young people, which
helped in developing ideas for the evaluation and dissemination of data collected through
the tool.
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Testing at Greenwich Dance
Name of Project: Limitless
Limitless was a creative leadership programme for females aged 13-19 living or studying in
Greenwich, South East London. It offered young women the opportunity to engage with
professional and inspirational women in dance, learn about leadership, increase physical
activity levels and challenge themselves to create a presentation, performance or exhibition
for the public at Greenwich Dance’s home, The Borough Hall on Friday 17th and Saturday
18th March 2017.
Limitless consisted of two programmes of 10 weekly sessions for 20 young women in each.
It was hosted by two secondary schools in the Royal Borough of Greenwich and funded by
Charlton Athletic Community Trust.
Each session lasted 1 hour 15 minutes and led by an experienced, female dance artist
specialising in street and hip hop dance styles, covering dance techniques such as
Waacking, House, Contemporary, Commercial and Street Dance. Each week Limitless
participants worked together to create a presentation supported by the group leader.
We tested the prototype self reflective tool with participants during the second week of
their course, following a taster workshop. At this point, participants were aware of the aims
of Limitless and had begun to develop a connection with the dance artists leading the
sessions.
Caron Loudy worked with the dance artists to embed the framework into a practical dance
workshop. Following discussions about leadership in week one, the dance artist asked
participants to call out leadership qualities or skills they would like to develop during
Limitless. These were written on large pieces of paper, spread on the floor and
incorporated into the warm up. Participants moved around the space (using movement
phrases worked on in week one), the dance artist asked them to move to a skill which they
felt more confident about and create a shape to demonstrate the word: most moved to
communication. She then asked them to travel to a skill which they believed to be
challenging and again create a new shape to demonstrate it. At this point 90% of
participants moved to the word confidence.
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This task connected well to our self reflective tool, which Caron Loudy led the group
through at the end of the dance workshop. Participants wrote the title, Leadership, in the
centre of their personal template and selected five individual qualities they wanted to focus
on during the 10 week project. During the task we discussed individuals’ choices and each
student rated their skills between 1 and 10 (1 being low and 10 highly skilled).
After the final performance and during the final sessions, the task was completed again.
From one of the host secondary schools, 8 girls worked on their confidence and measured
it had increased by 110%. Communication was also a popular choice and participants
reported an increase of 70%.

The templates were analysed and used to write case studies, schools asked for copies for
their own records and to add to students’ Arts Award portfolios and each participant kept
their final template as a reminder of their achievement.
An example of how ratings could be analyzed
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Confidence

Initiative

Communication

Problem Solving

beg

end

beg

end

beg

end

beg

end

Participant 1

3

4

2

6

8

9

Participant 2

4

6

3

5

4

6

Participant 3

3

6

2

5

Participant 4

9

8

Totals

19

24

2

5

Percentage
change

5

26%

11
120%

2

4

14

19
36%

150%

Findings
●

The participants enjoyed linking their numbers together at the end, to create a
visually pleasing shape.

●

The template was simple and only took 10 minutes to complete, not taking up too
much valuable time from the short dance class

●

It works best when incorporated creatively into the session or with tasks which
prepare participants to complete it

●

School teachers believed it to be useful in documenting and evidencing outcomes
from dance projects

●

The participants enjoyed the process of completing the task and felt a sense of
achievement seeing the completed framework

●

The ratings were simple to analyse and convert to statistics. For example if 8
students selected the same leadership quality you could compare their ratings using
a simple excel spreadsheet

●
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Completed templates make useful additions to Arts Award Portfolios
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6. Reflection
Alice Burrows
I really enjoyed taking part in the group enquiry. Within the context of the Extend
Leadership programme, it was an opportunity to practice collaborative leadership and deal
with challenges such as distance between the group, while in a supportive environment.
Each member of the group had vastly different experiences of working life and leadership
but we shared a common experience of the programme and our learning within that.
Natalie Cain
I’ve found participation in the group enquiry to be an important and revealing personal
development process, not least in giving me cause to interrogate and reflect upon my
strengths and weaknesses as a team member and as a leader. In terms of our area of
enquiry, I feel that I have a stronger understanding of the varied approaches to and uses of
evaluation frameworks. I am genuinely excited by the possibilities which the tool we’ve
developed offers, and will definitely be incorporating it into my professional practice.
Working with such a talented, supportive (and downright lovely!) group of individuals has
made the experience incredibly special.
Caron Loudy
This enquiry has given me the opportunity to work alongside inspiring individuals from
learning departments from a wide range of arts and heritage backgrounds. We all have
similar interests, but work in different ways and have very different skills. This process
helped me try out new leadership skills and approaches as well as explore ways in which
creative projects can help participants to develop leadership skills - a subject close to my
heart.
Lucy Shipp
The enquiry has allowed me to test ways of working within a group. The trust in the group
formed quickly, and I think this enabled us to progress in quite an organic way. It’s been
refreshing to work through a process without knowing the end outcome, as often with
work you’re working to specific end goals. I’ve enjoyed the opportunities the project has
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provided, by researching current practices within and outside the sector. The key for me
has been working as part of a group to share and test out ideas, and without this construct
the project wouldn’t have developed at all. It has increased my confidence in testing out
new ideas, by working as part of a supportive group. In addition, the project has made me
re-evaluate what aspects I can bring to a group working environment, as all our roles and
and engagement in the project varied throughout the months, meaning that everyone had
to adapt effectively and take on new roles.
Justine Woycicka

Working within the group of very interesting and experienced individuals gave me a lot.
Not only a great pleasure but also an inspiring insight into the meaningfulness of the
creative arts. This experience taught me on how to positively collaborate and co-create in
order to achieve a social gain and make a better sense out of the projects I deliver. I have
learnt and truly appreciate the experience which will allow me to develop my and others’
leadership skills to the greater extent. Thank you to you all.
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7. Suggested areas for future research
At the end of the Extend programme, we have tested the draft version of the design and
used our findings to commission a professional design of the tool. We will continue to test
the tool using the professional design and evaluate as we go. We aim to set up a blog to
publish the tool, host case studies of the tool being used and suggestions for leaders and
participants of how to get the most out of the tool. We will share the tool as widely as
possible and look at collaborating with a leader in the digital world to develop an
interactive, online version of the tool.
We believe there are many more opportunities to develop the tool and further provide
participants with ways of reflecting on their personal development and also for facilitators
to gather statistical and qualitative evidence of how arts and cultural projects develop
leadership skills in participants.
We are very happy with the progress we have made during the Extend programme and
wish to express our sincere gratitude to engage for their unwavering support in our
enquiry. We look forward to seeing where the tool will take us and how it can benefit the
arts and cultural sector.
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8. Appendices
List of Appendices
(A) Project progression timeline
(B) Interview question set
(C) Interview feedback received
(D) Final professional design of the tool
(E) Design brief for tool
(F) Feedback on tool from Extend peers at January residential
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Appendix A – Project Progression Timeline
Date/event

Activity/milestone

June residential

Decide on enquiry question: ‘How do
collaborative projects develop leadership
skills in participants?’ and secondary
questions (see pp.6-7 above)

July - September

Desk research: investigate/research
collaborative and participatory projects
Regular Skypes updating each other on
research and thinking and moving ideas
forward as a group
Sharing of research and bibliography on
Google Drive
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October, mini residential, Cardiff

Discussions lead to refinement of
objectives and in response to feedback
from Dawn Cameron on original proposal
(too broad and too many sub-questions)
Change central question from ‘how do
collaborative projects develop leadership
skills in participants?’ to the simpler ‘do
collaborative projects develop leadership
skills in participants?’
Agreed to research evaluation
frameworks both within and outside of the
heritage/cultural sector. Identified
organisations/bodies which might have
such frameworks in place and
collaboratively wrote email to send to
these organisations.
We intended to use one, or an
amalgamation of, these frameworks as
an overlay on projects that we were
running in our own settings, as this would
be more meaningful and achievable. We
intended to use this overlay on projects
whether they were designed to develop
leadership skills in participants or not.

[9] October - December
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Interviews
Framework research
Regular update Skype meetings and
continued use of Google Drive
Set up Pinterest

December mini-residential, London

Dawn attended - commenting on
progress and providing really useful
feedback on the direction of our enquiry,
helping us to consolidate our thinking.
Concluded existing frameworks did not
meet our need: decided to create
self-defined evaluation tool, based on
star example from Justine (see example
in Appendix E - Design brief for Visual
Self Reflection Tool).
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December - January

Development and testing of prototype
tool
Caron tested with Greenwich Dance
group

January Leeds residential

Testing of tool with peers. See feedback
in Appendix F below

January - March

Development of design brief
Appointment of designer
Iteration of design
Further testing of design (Dawn, Caron?)

April

Finalising design

Appendix B – Interview Question Set
Semi-closed questions
● Have you actively sought to develop leadership qualities in participants as an
outcome of a project?
● Which leadership qualities have you seen in participants as a result of a
project/opportunity? (show a list of leadership qualities as defined by the group)
● What type of leadership methods, if any, do you think you use during
participatory projects? E.g. collaborative, transitional, participative, transactional
etc.
● Do you think arts and cultural participation projects are able to develop
leadership skills in participants? If so/not, why/why not?
● Have you run any participant-led projects? Can you describe it? Did you face any
challenges with this type of project?
Open questions
● How do you define leadership in your sector?
● Have you faced any challenges with developing leadership skills through
participant-based projects?

[Potential interview groups/individuals/organisations
Ourselves
Co-workers
Project ]
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Appendix C - Summary of Interviews
Diane Walton: Arts Award Development Lead, Trinity
A discussion which focused on the aims of Arts Award, in particular, on the reasons for
leadership being embedded in the programme. This interview helped to consolidate our
thinking around the potential for creative projects to help participants to develop leadership
skills. It also highlighted that whilst some of the skills identified by many as being key to ‘good’
leadership, the language used to describe these skills did not explicitly refer to this link to
leadership.
Colin Heyman: Leadership facilitator, trainer, coach and consultant, Maine Stream. Also
Extend mentor
Colin provided useful signposts and examples of means of assessing leadership outside of the
cultural sector, including Personal Development Questionnaires; Self and Peer Assessment;
and Action Learning Sets. These examples directly influenced our thinking in terms of
developing a self- assessment tool for participants of creative projects.
Sarah Plumb: Researcher, Associate Lecturer in Curating (University of Leicester) and
engage South East Area Representative
Sarah highlighted the Most Significant Change methodology which influenced our final approach
to the creation of our evaluation/measurement tool. The Taking Bearings toolkit produced as a
result of the Creative People and Places programme, outlined a framework for ensuring and
evaluating the quality of collaborative and participatory arts projects.
Senior CLD Worker and CLD Worker, Cameron House Community Centre, Edinburgh
This interview took place before the first mini-residential, at a point at which we intended to
focus our enquiry on our broader question of whether creative projects develop leadership skills
in participants, and in particular, on the specific value of collaborative and participative projects
in developing the leadership skills of participants. The staff members highlighted the various
challenges encountered and approaches needed in running a truly collaborative
project/endeavour. SUMMARY OF THE PROJECT. Justine, if there’s anything you’d like to
add, then do!
Duke of Edinburgh Award
The Impact Research project commissioned by the Duke of Edinburgh Award demonstrated that
DofE participants develop leadership skills, even though the evaluation did not couch the skills
in those terms. The skills singled out as having been developed were:
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●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
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Developing teamwork skills
Developing self-esteem
Increased responsibility
Increased self-awareness
Increased organisational skills
Improved the ability to stick at tasks
Improved decision-making skills
Increased motivation
Increased ability to understand tehir strengths and weaknesses
Developed independence
Improved self-belief

Appendix D – Final professional design of the tool
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Appendix E – Tool Design Brief

Graphic Design Brief:  Visual Self Reflection Tool
Who we are
On behalf of engage, the National Association for Gallery Education, as part of the
Extend leadership programme Mapping Potentials are seeking to commission a
designer to create a user-friendly evaluation tool to measure leadership skills in
participants on a variety of creative projects.
The project team is made up of
Alice Burrows, Chapter Arts Centre
Natalie Cain, Tower Bridge
Caron Loudy, Greenwich Dance
Lucy Shipp, The Fitzwilliam Museum
Justine Woycicka, Freelance Artist and Facilitator
The group have been exploring the leadership skills that can be developed as part of
projects across the creative arts. Through our research we have discovered that there
are no evaluative tools that focus on helping participants to identify what leaderships
skills that have developed. Therefore we have generated an open-ended Visual Self
Reflection Tool template (fig. 1-3) that can be used with a variety of groups. We are
currently testing the tool with a selection of groups and peers within the sector, and we
would like to involve a graphic designer to ensure that the tool is accessible and
inspiring for a broad audience.
Design Brief
Applicants should be able to demonstrate a strong commitment to creative artistic
practice. We welcome applications from both experienced and emerging designers
with an enthusiasm for creating new work.
The tool has the potential to be used with a wide variety of audiences. The selected
designer will be expected to produce one design idea, that can be adapted to different
audiences. According to the budget, the designer will produce either 3 or 6 designs,
one for each of the following audiences (if 3 designs, the commissioning group will
make the audience selection):
•
children aged 4 - 10
•
young people aged 11 - 17
•
young adults aged 18 - 25
•
adults
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•
•

children and young people with visual impairments
adults with visual impairments

The design work should appeal to the specified audiences, and reflect the context of
the creative arts in which the tool could be used, and should therefore seek inspiration
from the following areas:
• museums
• contemporary art
• dance
• spoken word
• music
• film
• heritage sites
• film and media
Applicants must be able to work under their own initiative, be able to effectively plan
and deliver an end outcome within the given budget and timescale, incorporating at
least 2 stages of feedback and design reviews with the group. They will be expected to
work within the given timeframe and respond promptly to communications from the
commissioning group.
Format and Copyright
The work must take the form of a digital file (PDF or jpeg image) which can be shared
via the internet, as well as being able to provide a design file suitable for professional
printing. The designer will need to allow time to make any necessary amends through
the printing process.
Each design must be available in online (downloadable) formats for A4 colour printing
as well as a print file in formats up to A3 size for professional printing. The designs
should represent best practice in accessible design, establishing good visual contrast
and legible typography. All designs will need to comply with the engage brand
guidelines and credit funders as appropriate.
The copyright for the commission will be held by engage and the Mapping Potentials
group. The finished commission will be made publicly available on the engage website
and the Mapping Potentials blog, as well as any future platforms at the discretion of
engage and the Mapping Potentials. The commissioned designer will always be
credited and contact details/web links made available, as appropriate.
Design Fee
c. £1,000 - £1,500 all inclusive fee (inclusive of any expenses and VAT). Printing costs
will be covered separately by the commissioning group.
Please note: the designer(s) will receive half of the fee at the start of the project
(February 2017) and the balance on completion of end product (April 2017).
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Timescale
• Closing date for applications is 9am on 15 February;
• Shortlisted applicants will be informed and contacted for skype interviews during
the week commencing 20 February;
• The artist(s) will be appointed before 25 February and will receive the draft resource
on appointment
• A draft submission of the commissioned design to be received by 10 March;
• Feedback will be sent to the artist on the first draft by 17 March;
• Second submission to be received by 31 March;
• Feedback will be sent to the designer on the second draft by 7 April;
• Final design submission to be received by 14 April;
• Proof to be reviewed and any amendments to be made in agreement with the group
by 21 April.
How to apply
To apply please submit a word or pdf document providing the following information.
Please note where word count restrictions apply:
• Name, email, phone number and postal address
• Brief biography and links to any relevant websites, blogs, social media that may
support your application (200 words)
• A brief proposal outlining how you would approach the brief
• Up to 6 images of relevant previous design work
• A draft budget showing a breakdown of expenditure and work on the project. This
should include a breakdown of options for the costings for 3 final designs and 6
final design. Each design must be available in online (downloadable) formats for A4
colour printing as well as a print file in formats up to A3 size for professional
printing.
• The names, addresses and email addresses of 2 referees
Submissions should be emailed to lucyshipp@gmail.com by 5pm on 20 February.
Informal interviews will held week commencing 20 February. These will take place by
phone, skype or video conferencing.
Criteria for Selection
Approach to delivering the brief (understanding of subject matter of the research
project, delivering work to deadlines, good communication, organisational skills)
Quality of work submitted
Relevant experience (especially in relation to leadership, designing for the specified
audiences, and creating useable evaluation tools)
Value for money

Access Support
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We are committed to ensuring that this commission is open and accessible to
everyone. This document can be supplied in large text.
If you experience or anticipate any barriers within the application process, or require
any help to make an application, please contact us as soon as possible.
Diversity
We are committed to equality of opportunity, diversity and fairness and welcome
applications from all suitably qualified groups and individuals.
About Extend
The engage Extend Leadership Programme is a professional development programme
open to applicants working in learning and education roles, across all art forms. The
programme is tailored for colleagues from the arts and cultural sectors, to enable
participants to achieve a greater degree of leadership in their future career. Extend was
developed in response to the under-representation of learning and education staff in
the arts and cultural sectors. The programme is run by engage, the UK's most effective
advocacy and support organisation for gallery education. Extend is funded by Arts
Council England, Creative Scotland and the Arts Council of Wales.
www.engage.org/extend
fig. 1
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fig. 2

fig. 3
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Images of different cultural
sites and arts activity
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Images of similar resources
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Appendix F – Feedback from January 2017 Residential with
Extend members
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